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8 In that region there were shepherds living in the fields, keeping watch over their flock by night. 9 Then an 

angel of the Lord stood before them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were 

terrified. 10 But the angel said to them, “Do not be afraid; for see—I am bringing you good news of great joy for 

all the people: 11 to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is the Messiah, the Lord. 12 This will 

be a sign for you: you will find a child wrapped in bands of cloth and lying in a manger.” 13 And suddenly there 

was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host, praising God and saying, 
14 “Glory to God in the highest heaven, 

    and on earth peace among those whom he favors!” 
15 When the angels had left them and gone into heaven, the shepherds said to one another, “Let us go now to 

Bethlehem and see this thing that has taken place, which the Lord has made known to us.”   

          - Luke 2:8-15 

 

Can you remember the last mystery that utterly intrigued you? Was it a murder mystery on television? Or 

maybe a novel you just couldn’t put down? Was it the lost shoe of your 5-year-old before a concert? Or maybe 

those lost keys that you just can’t seem to find?  

 

I know mine are numerous! I love Nancy Drew, Encyclopedia Brown, Sherlock Holmes, Dan Brown novels, 

and of course those murder mysteries on television! Each makes your brain wonder about what will happen 

next. Each encourages the reader or viewer to dig within themselves to find the culprit, the solution. Ah the 

luxury of finding out the answer to the mystery! Nothing is sweeter! Well, maybe plot twists!! 

 

We are encompassed by mystery every day of our lives in different ways, yet when major mystery befalls us, 

we are at a loss for words, much like the shepherds in our scripture. Where are the answers that logically should 

be there? We should be able to solve this, right? We get upset when we can’t figure out the answer. It should be 

a logical, linear concept, right? Oh to be like Spock! One who always has the logical answer. But, unfortunately 

we don’t have pointy ears and we have more questions than answers. Have you ever thought about the fact that 

most people like answers more than questions? Why else would it make us so uncomfortable when children ask 

so many honest questions? 

 

In our scripture today, we see several different mysteries that allude a needed answer. Answers, that for us, will 

never come. Let’s look at these mysteries together. 

 

As we look at our scripture today much of the mysteries that appear occur because of the characters that are 

involved. We have angels (fairly rare) and shepherds (unworthy), not to mention the Christ child. In fact, when 

we think about our faith there is much that leads to mystery. So, as we look at this scripture of mystery, what do 

we learn? 

 

Angels. What on earth could explain angels? Human-like beings with wings? Glowing beings? Glowing beings 

with wings? Invisible yet physical? There are descriptions throughout the Bible describing how different angels 

appear, yet not many of them are similar. God uses mystery in how God presents God’s self. 

 

We do know one thing from the angels, however…change is coming. Each time an angel appeared in the lives 

of people, they were changed, mostly for the better. There were the angels that came looking like men who told 

Abraham and Sarah that pregnancy would soon come to the couple and have a multitude of descendants. An 

angel closed the mouths of the lions so that Daniel would not be consumed by them. There was the angel that 

came before Mary telling her of her pregnancy. Various angels, all appearing differently. 

 



Where we lack in knowledge of appearance of angels, we make up for in learning about God through them. We 

learn that even when it comes to meeting Jesus, God chose the lowly. We learn of the ways in which God acts 

towards humanity. In this case, we learn of Emmanuel, God with us. We learn of God’s love for humanity, 

saving us time and time again. We learn of God’s compassion towards us through making promises of 

abundance. There are so many other examples, but that would take us all night. Angels promise a time of 

changing. 

 

The mystery isn’t over! The last word of the song of praise that the angels sang, “and on earth peace among 

those whom he favors” has been interpreted variously. You may remember it being read or seen in A Charlie 

Brown Christmas that there would be goodwill toward men. The interpretation has since been better interpreted 

to say what we read, “peace among those whom he favors.” The meaning completely changes. The goodwill 

and peace are given solely from God, not from any others. It is goodwill, a friendly, helpful, or cooperative 

feeling or attitude that God gives to those whom God delights in, meaning all, or at least in my mind. 

 

While we may logically be able to switch the meaning of words, we are still left in mystery. What peace does 

God speak of? Why do the angels say that after explaining Christ’s birth? Do they all just disappear after saying 

that? So, many unknowns. Does it matter?? 

 

And then we have mystery number 2: The shepherds must have wondered why the angels spoke to them. Why 

lowly shepherds? There must have been someone more worthy than them. Their livelihood was not one of great 

stature. Shepherding was a despised occupation at that time. Although the reference to shepherds evokes a 

positive, pastoral image for the modern reader and underscores Jesus’ association with the line of David, in the 

first century, shepherds were scorned as shiftless, dishonest people who grazed their flocks on others’ lands. 

Dishonest people were the ones God chose to meet the Christ child first. God works and loves all.  

 

And yet there is another mystery regarding the shepherds. In our scripture, we read that the angels came, 

announced to the Shepherds, praised God and left. Did the shepherds really have nothing to say?! No questions? 

No comments? These shepherds were terrified, and all they could say after the angels left was, “Let’s go”?! 

There must have been at least a little discussion either before the angels left or before the shepherds went! 

 

There could have been many different mysteries that the shepherds would have faced. The shepherds clearly 

would have had some skeptics, ones who thought that they were either hallucinating or that the angels were 

talking to another group, someone much more worthy. There would have been the mystery of whether or not it 

was wise to go into the city and leave their flocks or take them with. The mystery of it all must have been 

whirling in their minds. There must have been the mystery of what they would actually find when they found 

the Savior. Questions must have flooded their minds, yet what we are told is, “Let us go now to Bethlehem and 

see this thing that has taken place, which the Lord has made known to us.” 

 

The mysteries that we looked at today only begin to show the mysteries that we see through Jesus. We are 

encouraged not to need answers in our faith, but rather have faith that we do not need the answers. 

 

This may seem really hard to do, but know that these ideas are not forcing us not to have questions, but rather to 

be content with the fact that we might not know answers until we are sitting next to God in eternal life. 

 

The beginning of the fourth week of Advent in our All-Church Study had a quote from “Letters to a Young 

Poet” that I want to share with you. “…have patience with everything unresolved in your heart and…try to love 

the questions themselves…the point is, to live everything. Live the questions now…Perhaps the, someday far in 

the future, you will gradually, without even noticing it, live your way into the answer.” 

 

May you live in the mystery of this Advent. May you live in the mystery of our God. May you live in faith. 

 


